Step 1: Please answer the following questions to assist us in determining your eligibility:

1. Have you submitted your FAFSA? Yes No
2. Are you a US citizen or eligible non-citizen? Yes No
3. Are you a current or retired teacher? Yes No
   a. If yes, please provide documentation.
4. Is your current GPA 3.25 or higher? Yes No
   a. If no, was your high school GPA 3.25 or higher? Yes No
5. Did you score in the 75th percentile on the ACT/SAT? Yes No

Step 2: Have you been admitted to the Teacher Education Program (TEP) ______________? If so, please attach a copy of your admittance letter. You must be admitted into the TEP to apply.

Step 3: If admitted to TEP program: Are you enrolled in any of the following TEACH-eligible majors? If yes, please indicate below. If no, you are not eligible to receive the TEACH Grant at this time.

- BS MGED: Mathematics: English 3043
- BS MGED: Mathematics: Natural Sciences 3044
- BS MGED: Mathematics: Social Sciences 3045
- BS MGED: Natural Sciences: English 3046
- BS MGED: Natural Sciences: Mathematics 3047
- BS MGED: Natural Sciences: Social Sciences 3048
- BS Secondary Mathematics 3179
- BS Secondary Natural Sciences: Biology 3172
- BS Secondary Natural Sciences: Chemistry 3174
- BS Secondary Natural Sciences: Earth & Space Science 3181
- BS Secondary Natural Sciences: Physics 3184
- BS Foreign Language Education: French 3116
- BS Foreign Language Education: Latin 3117
- BS Foreign Language Education: Spanish 3118
- BS Exceptional Learning 3167
- BS Applied Mathematics: UTeach 3224
- BS Biology: UTeach 3225
- BS Chemistry: UTeach 3226
- BS Geology: UTeach 3228
- BS Physics: UTeach 3233
Step 4: Within 3-5 business days after you submit this form you will receive an email from our office to schedule a one-on-one meeting, where you will have the opportunity to ask questions and receive more in-depth information.

I (the student) understand that this request is based upon an individual review of my eligibility, and is not guaranteed approval. I also agree that any TEACH Grant funds received will be used for educational expenses only.

__________________________________________________________  _________________
Student Signature                                      Date